
Reviews
The Sleepy Silo

Overall rating

4.93
Total reviews

42

Check-in 5.0

Easy to get inside (26) Clear instructions (23)

Easy to �nd (21) Responsive host (17)

Cleanliness 5.0

Squeaky-clean bathroom (20) Spotless furniture & linens (19)

Free of clutter (17) Pristine kitchen (15)

Accuracy 5.0

Matched the description (25) Looked like the photos (25)

Had listed amenities & services (16)

Communication 5.0

Friendly (19) Always responsive (19)

Helpful instructions (18) Local recommendations (12)

Location 4.93

Peaceful (24) Beautiful surroundings (21)

Private (19) Lots to do (3)

Value 4.79

42 reviews
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Mai
May 2023

5

Richard’s place was perfect for us! It was cozy & well decorated. We loved the
peaceful and natural surroundings and will de�nitely visit again in the future.

Read full review

Cameron
Apr 2023

5

Very responsive host and beautiful air bnb.

Read full review

Vicki
Apr 2023

5

The Silo was adorable . My daughter and granddaughters could not have been more
pleased with our spring break get away . Richard and his family were exemplary. They
let my granddaughter’s feed their…

Read full review

Maria Carmen
Apr 2023

5

Very tidy and lovely silo equipped with everything you need. A great bed and nice
bathroom. Richard and Laura were great host and there when you need them. We had
a great stay! 10/10 would de�nitely…

Read full review

Alicia
Apr 2023

5

My daughter and I loved our stay at the Silo. It was a unique and fun experience. The
interior is clean and comfortable. And Richard’s communication was excellent.

Read full review

Shelby
Apr 2023

5

Great stay! We really enjoyed our visit.

Read full review

Thomas
Mar 2023

4

Enjoyed the stay. It was clean. Liked the privacy and peacefulness. Stayed two nights.
Wished there would have been extra clean towels. Richard was very nice. I had trouble
with my truck while I was…

Read full review

Gretchen
Mar 2023

5

Ahhh-mazing!!!! We came for a night away to keep our marriage fun and connected.
This was everything we needed. A lovely evening watching a movie and eating take-
out, chatting and watching the…

Read full review

Alexa
Mar 2023

5

Super cute little place to stay! It was very clean and well kept. We will be back in the
future.

Read full review

Nikki
Mar 2023

5

What a fun air bnb! The silo was too cute and very comfy! Highly recommend!

Read full review

Chelsea
Mar 2023

5

Lovely stay. Would recommend

Read full review

Debra
Mar 2023

5

The Silo was just as described. Very peaceful to set outside. Very walkable area. Not
far from shopping and restaurants although we really didn’t eat out that much. The
environment was was so…

Read full review
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